Pre-approved exterior color changes shall only occur after the application for administrative approval has been submitted by the applicant and approved by town staff.

- The pre-approved exterior paint colors shall only apply to residential properties within the Herndon Heritage Preservation overlay Districts;

2. The exterior paint colors eligible for administrative approval include those from the Sherwin Williams’ Classical/Colonial, Victorian, and Arts & Crafts “Exterior Preservation Palettes” and the “Benjamin Moore Historical Colors” collection;

3. Exterior paint colors from other paint manufacturers that exactly match the approved Sherwin Williams and Benjamin Moore colors are also eligible;

4. Classic white and off-white colors are also eligible;

5. The HPRB staff reserves the right to require HPRB review of the proposed fence if staff believes that the proposed color(s) will have a significant impact on the overall character of the property and/or the Heritage Preservation District in which the property is located.

The Sherwin Williams Exterior Preservation Palettes and Benjamin Moore Historical Colors are available online at the Manufacturers’ websites. Please keep in mind however that printed color samples will not be accepted as the sample(s) required to accompany the application for administrative approval. Only color swatches from the manufacturer or directly applied painted samples will be accepted.

*Approved by Heritage Preservation Review Board on August 16, 2010*